Rozlyn would make a good Savita Bhabhi, says Kirtu Creator

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Los Angeles, CA , October 30, 2012: Over the last few days, there has been much speculation over
the news article about the Savita Bhabhi movie, Ram Gopal Verma has been planning with Rozlyn
Khan portraying the legendary character.

The website (www.kirtu.com) is the home of the popular Indian toon star Savita Bhabhi, which has
enthralled the Indian audiences for several decades now. Kirtu (www.kirtu.com) creator, Deshmukh
commented on the probability of a movie on Savita Bhabhi, with Rozlyn Khan as the lead character.
“The Indian model and actress Rozlyn does look like she would make a good Savita Bhabhi. She has
both that unique look and spunk that the millions of Savita Bhabhi fans love about the character. She
should be able to develop an instant connection with the audiences as Savita Bhabhi!”
While there are no plans to make a live action Savita Bhabhi movie yet, Kirtu will continue to follow
the current news threads with a keen interest. Right now, Kirtu is concentrating on the latest
episode of the Savita Bhabhi graphic novels, Savita Bhabhi Episode 35, “The Perfect Indian Bride.”

ABOUT KIRTU:
Kirtu is a word that, by association, has become synonymous with sexually explicit comics or
animation originating in India that depicts modern Indian sexuality, without shying away.. In addition
to Savita Bhabhi, the website has developed many other ongoing and limited-edition series
specifically aimed at Indian audiences, each of which caters to a certain demographic of the
population. The site and its contents have become a cause célèbre for cultural freedom among many
of India's liberal thinkers and social scientists and have created much uproar as a platform that
stands for sexual liberation and free thinking.
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